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Empowering Quality Assurance 
by Subduing Threats Through Life-cycle Testing

About Premier BPO:
Operational since 2003, Premier BPO is a private US enterprise that creates outsourcing solutions through a perfect blend of 
technology with manpower. Delivering 24/7 operational capabilities to various companies falling under the Fortune 500 
flagship, we hold a dedicated clientele. Empowering business continuity with our remote-ready infrastructure, we also 
facilitate disaster recovery options for your company’s success and growth. 
 
Our Software Testing Services allow us to eliminate any discrepancies that may hamper your overall business performance 
by exposing vulnerabilities. A key component of Quality Assurance, Premier BPO’s software capabilities allow you to 
troubleshoot in real-time, standardize procedures, review performance for risk analysis, and get top-notch threat and 
malware protection.  We also provide customized software solutions with 24/7 tech support, to generate end-to-end results



Functional Testing:
Regression, Smoke, Unit, and Sanity testing

Non-functional testing: 
Performance, Load, Capacity, and Endurance 
testing 

Manual testing: 
Alpha, Beta, Whitebox, Blackbox, GUI, Usability, 
Link, Ad-hoc, Mutation, Boundary testing 

Web services testing 

API testing 

Migration testing 

Crowdsourced testing 
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Software Testing Solutions: Software Support by Premier BPO: 
A Managed Service Provider (MSP) is a cyber-secure, 
cloud-based infrastructure that allows perpetual tech 
support with continuous system monitoring. Powered 
by Kaseya, an interactive client portal, MSPs are 
capable of delivering peak productivity with a fully 
certified team at the back-end. They create space for 
your executives to focus on your core competencies, 
while they remotely handle your business processes. 

Providing on-demand testing services as well, Premier 
BPO expedites the software testing lifecycle by applying 
automation where applicable, with a step by step 
approach. Our testing capabilities include protocols, 
compliances, security checks, system updates, patch 
management, and target-oriented testing. To facilitate 
the present work from home dynamic, we also provide 
remote Software Support according to individual 
business models with data recovery and cloud back-ups 
already in place. 


